In this commentary on F. Verpaelst's text "Disability is in the Eye of the Beholder", I discuss the power of language and image in shaping our constructed view of life with disability. Disability often rhymes with negative bias, rather than empowering personal dignity. 
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Wow -I would love to meet you, Mr. Verpaelst! I enjoyed your paper [1] and the imaginative and genuine way you presented your ideas. And, they are great ideas! I don't like the word 'disability' either, but it is probably better than 'handicapped' which evokes for many the myth of a person with "cap-in-hand" seeking handouts [2] . The latter, for me, conjures up visions of Jerry Lewis telethons and the presence of those demeaned, pitiful "Jerry's Kids." The recent announcement of the demise of this telethon [3] leaves the world a better place for all of us, not just for those who supposedly benefit from this type of fundraising. Maybe our culture is starting to catch up with you, Mr. Verpaelst, recognizing that this beneficence is intertwined with a high cost to personal dignity. Why is it so easy to believe that a person with a disability is helpless and pitiful? Psychologist Beatrice Wright wrote about this assumption that equates a disability with a sad, angry, miserable life and called it the Fundamental Negative Bias [4] , and later wrote, "We must again remind ourselves how seriously mistaken outsiders can be when led astray and deluded by the compelling nature of their own values and perspectives." [5] When did she do this work? Over 50 and 30 years ago, respectively! How can we still be grappling with these basic human considerations for people whom others view as different?
Where is the paradigm shift? Unfortunately, the stereotypes about people with disabilities are powerful and deeply rooted, and that is why your voice is so important.
Yes, disability is in the eye of the beholder, and I think consideration of our language can be part of helping society and individuals see people and not disabilities. I will close with an example of how inaccurate language can be and how it perpetuates stereotypes. Before sitting down to writing this, I spent a little time on the Web to learn more about you and your work as a disability advocate.
Somewhere I read that you "… suffered from dwarfism…," which could conjure up a vision of you as one of "Jerry's kids." I, however, both cringed at the word and chuckled because after reading your paper I knew that you do not "suffer" from anything, and certainly not because you have dwarfism. Please keep your voice strong! Thank you for opportunity to comment on your good work.
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